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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the function /  defined on an open unit disk 
E = {z : |z| < l} of the complex plane. Let As be the class o f analytic functions defined 
on E which is normalized and has the Taylor series representation o f the form
oe
f ( z )  = z + a2z 2 + ciyZ* H----- b anz" 4—  = z + ^ anz ". Let H  be the class o f functions
11=2
co which are analytic and univalent in E o f the form
co(z)=txz + t2z 2 h—  + tnz" h—  = ^ t nz". We define the class S ’(a ,S ,A ,B ) for
«= 1
which functions in the class S ' (a, S, A,B)  satisfy the condition
f  ia zf'(z) . .  ^ 1 1 + Aco(z) /x /(z)+ f (z )
e .—  8  - 1  sin a  -----= ---------- 7- - ,  cog H  where g \z )  -  - — and
J L ,  1 + Bco(z) 2V
I I  71
tm = c o s a - S  with |ar| < —, cos«  > <*>, 0 < S  < 1 and - \ < B < A < \ .  Some of the
basic properties are obtained for the class S '(a ,S ,A ,  B) such as distortion theorem,
z f ' ( z )
growth theorem, argument of -—7—^. and coefficient bounds. The upper and lower
g{z )
z f ' (z )  z f ' i 2 )
bounds o f Re—— and Im ■: .r~ for functions in the class S  (a ,S ,A ,B )  are also
g \z ) g\z)
given. This thesis also discusses on the radius problems which are the radius o f 
convexity and the radius o f starlikeness for the defined class. Lastly, the coefficient 
inequalities problems which are the upper bounds for the Second Hankel determinant
a2aA- a ^  | and Fekete-Szego functional a 3 - / w , 2 are determined for functions in
the class S ’(a ,S ,A , B). Also included the coefficient determinant with Fekete-Szego
parameter which is la,a, -  f i a \
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CHAPTER ONE 
PRELIMINARIES
This chapter consists of seven sections in which are presented some o f the 
basic definitions and results on the theory of univalent functions. Also included are the 
objectives o f this study and the thesis outline.
1.1 INTRODUCTION
This study is concerned with the geometric properties o f the class of analytic 
and univalent functions in the complex plane. Some o f the definitions will be given in 
this section which is the basic theory o f univalent functions.
Definition 1.1.1 (Duren, 1983)
Let /  be the complex-valued function defined in a domain D. We say that f  is 
differentiable at z0 if lim exists, it is denoted by f .  Then /  is said to be
- >-<) 7 — 7  ^ 0
analytic at z0 if the function f  is differentiable at z0 and throughout a neighbourhood
of z0. A function /  is analytic at z0 if there exists a Taylor series expansion o f the
" f  " (z ) '
form /(z )  = Y a , ( z - z 0) ,an = -------— such that the series converges in some open
T t  n\
unit disc centered at z0.
According to Goodman (1983), the theory of univalent functions is so vast and 
complicated. Thus, certain assumptions are necessary and due to the Riemann 
Mapping Theorem, the arbitrary domain D is restricted to the unit disc E  = {z : |z| < l}
By focusing on the scope of the domain D in which E  = {z : |z| < l} as a domain
throughout the study, this assumption leads to create short formulas so that the 
computations involved later can be simplified. In what follows is
1
